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Abstract
Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms have
demonstrated promising results on complex tasks,
yet often require impractical numbers of samples
because they learn from scratch. Meta-RL aims to
address this challenge by leveraging experience
from previous tasks in order to more quickly solve
new tasks. However, in practice, these algorithms
generally also require large amounts of on-policy
experience during the meta-training process, mak-
ing them impractical for use in many problems.
To this end, we propose to learn a reinforcement
learning procedure through imitation of expert
policies that solve previously-seen tasks. This
involves a nested optimization, with RL in the
inner loop and supervised imitation learning in
the outer loop. Because the outer loop imitation
learning can be done with off-policy data, we can
achieve significant gains in meta-learning sample
efficiency. In this paper, we show how this gen-
eral idea can be used both for meta-reinforcement
learning and for learning fast RL procedures from
multi-task demonstration data. The former results
in an approach that can leverage policies learned
for previous tasks without significant amounts of
on-policy data during meta-training, whereas the
latter is particularly useful in cases where demon-
strations are easy for a person to provide. Across a
number of continuous control meta-RL problems,
we demonstrate significant improvements in meta-
RL sample efficiency in comparison to prior work
as well as the ability to scale to domains with
visual observations.
1. Introduction
Meta-learning is a promising approach for using previous
experience across a breadth of tasks to significantly accel-
erate learning of new tasks. Meta-reinforcement learning
considers this problem specifically in the context of learn-
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ing new behaviors through trial and error with only a few
interactions with the environment by building on previous
experience. Building effective meta-RL algorithms is criti-
cal towards building agents that are flexible, such as an agent
being able to manipulate new objects in new ways without
learning from scratch for each new object and goal. Being
able to reuse prior experience in such a way is arguably a
fundamental aspect of intelligence.
Enabling agents to adapt via meta-RL is particularly useful
for acquiring behaviors in real-world situations with diverse
and dynamic environments. However, despite recent ad-
vances (Duan et al., 2016; Finn et al., 2017a; Houthooft et al.,
2018), current meta-RL methods are generally limited to
much simpler domains, such as relatively low-dimensional
continuous control tasks (Finn et al., 2017a; Sung et al.,
2017) and navigation with discrete action commands (Duan
et al., 2016; Mishra et al., 2018). Optimization stability
and sample complexity are major challenges for the meta-
training phase of these methods, with some recent tech-
niques requiring 250 million transitions for meta-learning in
tabular MDPs, which typically require a fraction of a second
to solve in isolation (Duan et al., 2016).
We make the following observation in this work: while
the goal of meta-reinforcement learning is to acquire fast
and efficient reinforcement learning procedures, those pro-
cedures themselves do not need to be acquired through
reinforcement learning directly. Instead, we can use a sig-
nificantly more stable and efficient algorithm for providing
supervision at the meta-level. In this work we show that
a practical choice is to use supervised imitation learning.
A meta-reinforcement learning algorithm can receive more
direct supervision during meta-training, in the form of ex-
pert actions, while still optimizing for the ability to quickly
learn tasks via reinforcement. Crucially, these expert poli-
cies can themselves be produced automatically by standard
reinforcement learning methods, such that no additional as-
sumptions on supervision are actually needed. They can also
be acquired using very efficient off-policy reinforcement
learning algorithms which are otherwise challenging to use
with meta-reinforcement learning. When available, incor-
porating human-provided demonstrations can enable even
more efficient meta-training, particularly in domains where
demonstrations are easy to collect. At meta-test time, when
faced with a new task, the method solves the same problem
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as conventional meta-reinforcement learning: acquiring the
new skill using only reward signals.
Our main contribution is a meta-RL method that learns fast
reinforcement learning via supervised imitation. As illus-
trated in Figure 1, we optimize for a set of parameters such
that only one or a few gradient steps leads to a policy that
matches the expert’s actions. Since supervised imitation is
stable and efficient, our approach can gracefully scale to
visual control domains and high-dimensional convolutional
networks. By using demonstrations during meta-training,
there is less of a challenge with exploration in the meta-
optimization, making it possible to effectively learn how to
learn in sparse reward environments. While the combina-
tion of imitation and RL has been explored before (Peters
& Schaal, 2006; Kober & Peters, 2009), the particular com-
bination of imitation and RL in a meta-learning context
has not been studied in prior work. As we show in our
experiments, this combination is in fact extremely power-
ful: compared to meta-reinforcement learning, our method
can meta-learn comparable adaptation skills with up to 10x
fewer interaction episodes, making meta-RL much more
viable for real-world learning. Our experiments also indi-
cate that our method can be used to acquire reinforcement
learning procedures that can learn from sparse rewards.
2. Related Work
Our work builds upon prior work on meta-learning (Schmid-
huber, 1987; Bengio et al.; Thrun & Pratt, 2012), where the
goal is to learn how to learn efficiently. We focus on the
particular case of learning an efficient reinforcement learner,
i.e., the meta-reinforcement learning setting (Schmidhuber,
1987; Duan et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Finn et al.,
2017a; Mishra et al., 2018; Gupta et al., 2018). Prior works
have sought to solve this problem by optimizing for an ef-
ficient reinforcement learner through policy gradient and
evolutionary optimization algorithms. These methods have
represented the learner using a recurrent or recursive neural
network (Duan et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Mishra et al.,
2018; Stadie et al., 2018), using gradient descent from a
learned initialization (Finn et al., 2017a; Gupta et al., 2018;
Rothfuss et al., 2018), using a learned critic that provides
gradients to the policy (Sung et al., 2017; Houthooft et al.,
2018), or using a planner and an adaptable model (Clav-
era et al., 2018; Sæmundsson et al., 2018). In contrast,
our approach aims to leverage supervised learning for meta-
optimization rather than relying on high-variance algorithms
such as policy gradient or evolutionary strategies. We de-
couple the problem of obtaining expert trajectories for every
task from the problem of learning a fast reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm. This allows us to obtain expert trajectories
for every task using standard, efficient, and stable RL algo-
rithms, and to utilize example demonstrations if available.
Our approach is also related to few-shot imitation learn-
ing (Duan et al., 2017; Finn et al., 2017b), in that we can
leverage supervised learning for meta-optimization. How-
ever, in contrast to these methods, our approach leans a
completely automatic meta-reinforcement learner, which
can learn using only reward signals and does not require
demonstrations for new tasks.
Meta-learning is closely related to multi-task learning (Caru-
ana, 1998), where the goal is to master a fixed set of pre-
defined goals or tasks (whereas meta-learning seeks to use
experience from multiple tasks to quickly master new tasks).
In this respect, our approach is related to multi-task RL
methods that seek to distill policies for multiple tasks into
a single policy, akin to guided policy search (Levine et al.,
2016) and related approaches (Rusu et al., 2016; Parisotto
et al., 2016; Teh et al., 2017; Omidshafiei et al., 2017; Ghosh
et al., 2018). Like these prior works, we train a separate
expert to provide trajectories for each condition or task, but
unlike these approaches, we use these experts to train a rein-
forcement learner, rather than a single policy. This enables
the policy to quickly adapt its behavior to new tasks rather
than having to rely on contextualization or robustness to
perform well on new tasks.
Prior methods have also sought to use demonstrations to
make standard reinforcement learning more efficient in the
single-task setting (Peters & Schaal, 2006; Kober & Peters,
2009; Kormushev et al., 2010; Taylor et al., 2011; Brys
et al., 2015; Subramanian et al., 2016; Hester et al., 2018;
Sun et al., 2018; Rajeswaran et al., 2018; Nair et al., 2018;
Kober et al., 2013; Silver et al., 2016). These methods aim
to learn a policy from demonstrations and rewards, using
demonstrations to make the RL problem easier. Our ap-
proach instead aims to leverage demonstrations to learn how
to efficiently reinforcement learn new tasks without demon-
strations, learning new tasks only through trial-and-error.
The version of our algorithm where data is aggregated across
iterations, is an extension of the DAgger algorithm (Ross
et al., 2011) into the meta-learning setting, and this allows us
to provide theoretical guarantees on algorithm performance.
3. Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the meta-reinforcement learn-
ing problem and overview model-agnostic meta-learning
(MAML) (Finn et al., 2017a), which we build on in our
work.
We assume a distribution of tasks T ∼ p(T ), where meta-
training tasks are drawn from p and meta-testing consists
of learning held-out tasks sampled from p through trial-and-
error, by leveraging what was learned during meta-training.
Formally, each task T = {r(st,at), q(s1), q(st+1|st,at)}
consists of a reward function r(st,at)→ R, an initial state
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Figure 1. Overview of the guided meta-policy search algorithm: We learn a policy piθ which is capable of fast adaptation to new tasks via
reinforcement learning, by using reinforcement learning in the inner loop of optimization and supervised learning in the meta-optimization.
This algorithm either trains per-task experts pi∗i or assumes that they are provided by human demonstrations, and then uses this for
meta-optimization. Importantly, when faced with a new task we can simply perform standard reinforcement learning via policy gradient,
and the policy will quickly adapt to new tasks because of the meta-training.
distribution q(s1), and unknown dynamics q(st+1|st,at).
The state space, action space, and horizon H are shared
across tasks. Meta-learning methods learn to learn using
experience from the meta-training tasks, and are evaluated
on their ability to learn new meta-test tasks. MAML in
particular performs meta-learning by optimizing for a deep
network’s initial parameter setting such that one or a few
steps of gradient descent on a few datapoints leads to effec-
tive generalization. Then, after meta-training, the learned
parameters are fine-tuned on data from a new task.
Concretely, consider a supervised learning problem with
a loss function denoted as L(θ,D), where θ denotes the
model parameters and D denotes the labeled data. During
meta-training, a task T is sampled, along with data from
that task, which is randomly partitioned into two sets, Dtr
and Dval. MAML optimizes for a set of model parameters θ
such that one or a few gradient steps on Dtr produces good
performance on Dval. Thus, using φT to denote the updated
parameters, the MAML objective is the following:
min
θ
∑
T
L(θ − α∇θL(θ,DtrT ),DvalT ) = min
θ
∑
T
L(φT ,DvalT ).
where α is a step size that can be set as a hyperparameter or
learned. Moving forward, we will refer to the outer objective
as the meta-objective. Subsequently, at meta-test time, K
examples from a new, held-out task Ttest are presented and
we can run gradient descent starting from θ to infer model
parameters for the new task:
φTtest = θ − α∇θL(θ,DtrTtest).
The MAML algorithm can also be applied to the meta-
reinforcement learning setting, where each dataset DTi con-
sists of trajectories of the form s1,a1, ...,aH−1, sH and
where the inner and outer loss function corresponds to the
negative expected reward:
LRL(φ,DTi) = −
1
|DTi |
∑
st,at∈DTi
ri(st,at) (1)
= −Est,at∼piφ,qTi
[
1
H
H∑
t=1
ri(st,at)
]
. (2)
Policy gradients (Williams, 1992) were used to estimate
the gradient of this loss function. Thus, the algorithm pro-
ceeded as follows: for each task Ti, first collect samplesDtrTi
from the policy piθ, then compute the updated parameters
using the policy gradient evaluated on DtrTi , then collect new
samples DvalTi via the updated policy parameters, and finally
update the initial parameters θ by taking a gradient step on
the meta-objective. In the next section, we will introduce a
new approach to meta-reinforcement learning using ideas
from the MAML algorithm, but introducing a more stable
optimization for the meta-objective.
4. Guided Meta-Policy Search
Existing meta-RL algorithms generally perform meta-
learning from scratch with on-policy methods. This typ-
ically requires a large number of samples during meta-
training. What if we instead formulate meta-training as a
data-driven process, where the agent had previously learned
a variety tasks with standard multi-task reinforcement learn-
ing techniques, and now must use the data collected from
those tasks for meta-training? Can we use this experience or
these policies in meaningful way during meta-training? Our
goal is to develop an approach that can use these previously
learned skills to guide the meta-learning process. While we
will still require on-policy data, we will require considerably
less of it than what we would need without using this prior
experience. Surprisingly, as we will show in our experi-
ments, separating meta-training into two phases in this way
– a phase that individually solves the meta-training tasks and
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a second phase that uses them for meta-learning – actually
requires less total experience overall, as the individual tasks
can be solved using highly-efficient off-policy reinforce-
ment learning methods that actually require less experience
taken together than a single meta-RL training phase. We can
also improve sample efficiency during meta-training even
further by incorporating explicit demonstrations.
In this section, we describe our approach, analyze its theo-
retical properties, and discuss its practical implementation
in multiple real world scenarios.
4.1. Guided Meta-Policy Search Algorithm
In the first phase of the algorithm, task learning, we learn
policies for each of the meta-training tasks. While these
policies solve the meta-training tasks, they do not acceler-
ate learning of future meta-test tasks. In Section 4.3, we
describe how these policies are trained. Instead of learning
policies explicitly through reinforcement learning, we can
also obtain expert demonstrations from a human demonstra-
tor, which can be used equivalently with the same algorithm.
In the second phase, meta-learning, we will learn to rein-
forcement learn using these policies as supervision at the
meta-level. In particular, we train for a set of initial parame-
ters θ such that only one or a few steps of gradient descent
produces a policy that matches the policies learned in the
first phase.
We will denote the optimal or near-optimal policies learned
during the task-learning phase for each meta-training task
Ti as {pi∗i }. We will refer to these individual policies as
“experts,” because after the first phase, they represent opti-
mal or near-optimal solutions to each of the tasks. Our goal
in the meta-learning phase is to optimize the same meta-
objective as the MAML algorithm, LRL(φi,Di), where φi
denotes the parameters of the policy adapted to task Ti via
gradient descent. The inner policy optimization will remain
the same as the policy-gradient MAML algorithm; how-
ever, we will optimize this meta-objective by leveraging the
policies learned in the first phase. In particular, we will
base the outer objective on supervised imitation, or behavior
cloning (BC), of expert actions. The behavioral cloning loss
function is:
LBC(φi,Di) , −
∑
(st,at)∈D
log piφ(at | st). (3)
Gradients from supervised learning are lower variance,
and hence more stable than reinforcement learning gradi-
ents (Norouzi et al., 2016). In Section 4.2, we will show
that the proposed algorithm converges to the correct solu-
tion of the original RL meta-objective under some regularity
assumptions.
The specific implementation of the second phase proceeds
as follows: we first roll out each of the policies pi∗i to collect
Algorithm 1 Guided Meta-Policy Search
Require: Set of meta-training tasks {Ti}
1: Use RL to acquire pi∗i for each meta-training task Ti
2: Initialize D∗ = {D∗i } with roll-outs from each pi∗i .
3: Randomly initialize θ
4: while not done do
5: Optimize meta-objective in Equation 4 w.r.t. θ using Algo-
rithm 2 with aggregated data D∗
6: for each meta-training task Ti do
7: Collect Dtri as K roll-outs from piθ in task Ti
8: Compute task-adapted parameters with gradient descent:
φi = θ − α∇θLRL(θ,Dtri )
9: Collect roll-outs from piφi , resulting in data {(st,at)}
10: Aggregate D∗i ← D∗i
⋃{(st, pi∗i (st))}
11: end for
12: end while
a dataset of expert trajectories D∗i for each of the meta-
training tasks Ti. Using this initial dataset, we update our
policy according to the following meta-objective:
min
θ
∑
Ti
∑
Dvali ∼D∗i
EDtri∼piθ
[LBC(θ − α∇θLRL(θ,Dtri ),Dvali )] .
(4)
We discuss how this objective can efficiently be optimized in
Section 4.3. The result of this optimization is a set of initial
policy parameters θ that can adapt to a variety of tasks, to
produce φi, in a way that comes close to the expert policy’s
actions. Note that, so far, we have not actually required
querying the expert beyond access to the initial rollouts;
hence, this first step of our method is applicable to prob-
lem domains where demonstrations are available in place of
learned expert policies. However, in the case where we do
have policies for the meta-training tasks, we can continue to
improve. In particular, while supervised learning provides
stable, low-variance gradients, behavior cloning objectives
are known to be prone to compounding errors. In the single
task imitation learning setting, this issue can be addressed
by collecting additional data from the learned policy, and
then labeling the visited states with optimal actions from the
expert policy, as in the DAgger algorithm (Ross et al., 2011).
We extend this idea to the meta-learning setting by alter-
nating between data aggregation into a dataset D∗ and the
meta-policy optimization in Equation 4. Data aggregation
entails (1) adapting the current policy parameters θ to each
of the meta-training tasks to produce {φi}, (2) rolling out
the current adapted policies {piφi} to produce states {{st}i}
for each task, (3) querying the experts to produce supervised
data D = {{(st, pi∗i (st)}i}, and finally (4) aggregating this
data with the existing supervised data D∗ ← D∗⋃D. This
meta-training algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1, and
analyzed in Section 4.2.
The result of meta-training is initial policy parameters θ that
can be adapted to new tasks. When provided with new tasks
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at meta-test time, we initialize with parameters θ and run
the policy gradient algorithm, in exactly the same way as
standard MAML (Finn et al., 2017a).
Our algorithm, which we call guided meta-policy search
(GMPS), has appealing properties that arise from decom-
posing the meta-learning problem explicitly into the task
learning phase and the meta-learning phase. This decom-
position enables the use of previously learned policies or
human-provided demonstrations. We find that it also leads
to increased stability of training. Lastly, the decomposition
makes it easy to leverage privileged information that may
only be available during meta-training such as shaped re-
wards, task information, low-level state information such
as the positions of objects. In particular, this privileged
information can be provided to the initial policies as they
are being learned and hidden from the meta-policy such
that the meta-policy can be applied in test settings where
such information is not available. This technique can make
it quite straight-forward to learn vision-based policies, for
example, as the bulk of learning can be done without vision,
while visual features are learned with supervised learning in
the second phase. Our method also inherits appealing prop-
erties from policy gradient MAML, such as the ability to
continue to learn as more and more experience is collected,
in contrast to recurrent neural networks that cannot be easily
fine-tuned on new tasks.
In the next section, we will also show that, although our
proposed method optimizes a behavior cloning loss in the
outer loop, it can still be shown to maximize the task reward
for the post-update policy.
4.2. Convergence Analysis
We can prove that GMPS with data aggregation, described
above, obtains near-optimal cumulative reward when sup-
plied with near-optimal experts. Our proof follows a similar
approach to prior work that analyzes the convergence of im-
itation algorithms with aggregation (Ross et al., 2011; Kahn
et al., 2016), but extends these results into the meta-learning
setting. More specifically, we can prove the following theo-
rem, given a task distribution p(T ) and horizon H .
Theorem 4.1 For GMPS, assuming reward-to-go bounded
by δ, and training error bounded by θ∗, we can
show that Ei∼p(T )[Epiθ+∇θEpiθ [Ri] [
∑H
t=1 ri(st,at)]] ≥
Ei∼p(T )[Epi∗i [
∑H
t=1 ri(st,at)]] − δ
√
θ∗O(H), where pi∗i
are per-task expert policies.
The proof of this theorem requires us to assume that the
inner policy update in Equation 4 can bring the learned
policy to within a bounded error of each expert, which
amounts to an assumption on the universality of gradient-
based meta-learning (Finn & Levine, 2018). The theorem
amounts to saying that, GMPS can achieve an expected
reward that is within a bounded error of the optimal reward
(i.e., the reward of the individual experts), and the error is
linear in H and
√
θ∗.
The analysis holds for GMPS when each iteration generates
samples by adapting the current meta-trained policy to each
training task. However, we find in practice that the off-
policy version where data is simply drawn from per task
experts pi∗i is quite stable, with lower sample complexity
and we use this in our experimental evaluation. We have
omitted the proof of this theorem from the main text for
brevity. For a complete theoretical analysis, and the full
proof of Theorem 4.1, please refer to Appendix A.
4.3. Algorithm Implementation
Now that we have provided theoretical motivation for our
approach, we flesh out the algorithm described above in
Section 4.1 and how it is implemented in practice.
4.3.1. EXPERT POLICY OPTIMIZATION
The first phase of our algorithm entails learning policies for
each of the meta-training tasks. The simplest approach is
to simply learn a separate policy for each task from scratch.
This can already improve over standard meta-RL, since
we can employ efficient off-policy reinforcement learning
algorithms that are faster than current meta-RL methods,
which are typically on-policy (Finn et al., 2017a; Duan
et al., 2016). We can improve the efficiency of this approach
by employing a contextual policy to represent the experts,
which simultaneously uses data from all of the tasks. We
can express such a policy as piθ(at|st, ω), where ω repre-
sents the task context. This context can be any piece of
information that uniquely identifies the task, such as a goal
position or even the task index. Crucially, the context only
needs to be known during meta-training – the end result
of our algorithm, after the second phase, still uses raw task
rewards without knowledge of the context at meta-test time.
In our experiments, we employ this approach, together with
soft-actor critic (SAC) (Haarnoja et al., 2018), an efficient
off-policy RL method.
In settings where it is easy and intuitive for a human to
provide demonstrations, we can also use demonstration roll-
outs and omit the latter data aggregation iterations, requiring
on-policy data for only the inner loop. Finally, we can
incorporate extra information during meta-training that is
unavailable at meta-test time, such as knowledge of the state
or better shaped rewards. The former has been explored
before in the context of single-task RL (Levine et al., 2016;
Pinto et al., 2017), while the latter has been studied for
methods that learn exploration strategies for sparse rewards
using dense rewards for meta-training (Gupta et al., 2018).
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Algorithm 2 Optimization of Meta Objective
Require: Set of meta-training tasks {Ti}
Require: Aggregated dataset D∗, consisting of D∗i for each task
Ti
Require: α, β: step size hyperparameters
Require: θ initial parameters
1: while not done do
2: Sample task Ti ∼ {Ti} {or minibatch of tasks}
3: Sample K roll-outs Dtri = {(s1,a1, ...sH)} with piθ in Ti
4: θinit ← θ
5: for n = 1...NBC do
6: Evaluate ∇θLRL(θ,Dtri ) according to Equation 5 with
importance weights piθ(at|st)
piθinit
(at|st)
7: Compute adapted parameters with gradient descent:
φi = θ − α∇θLRL(θ,Dtri )
8: Sample expertly-labeled trajectories Dvali ∼ D∗i
9: Update θ ← θ − β∇θLBC(φi,Dvali ).
10: end for
11: end while
4.3.2. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
In order to efficiently optimize the meta-objective in Equa-
tion 4, we adopt an approach similar to MAML. At each
meta-iteration and for each task Ti, we first draw samples
DtrTi from the policy piθ, then compute the updated policy
parameters φTi using the DtrTi , then we update θ to opti-
mize LBC, averaging over all tasks in the minibatch. This
requires sampling from piθ, so for efficient learning, we
should minimize the number of meta-iterations.
We can still take multiple gradient steps on the behavior
cloning meta-objective in each meta-iteration, since this ob-
jective does not require on-policy samples. However, after
the first gradient step on the meta-objective modifies the
pre-update parameters θ, we need to recompute the adapted
parameters φi starting from θ, and we would like to do so
without collecting new data from piθ. To achieve this, we use
an importance-weighted policy gradient, with importance
weights piθ(at|st)piθinit (at|st)
, where θinit denotes the policy parame-
ters at the start of the meta-iteration (the parameters under
which the data was collected).
At the start of a meta-iteration, we sample trajectories τ
from the current policy with parameters denoted as θ = θinit.
Then, we take many off-policy gradient steps on θ. Each
off-policy gradient step involves recomputing the updated
parameters φi using importance sampling:
φi = θ + αEτ∼piθ
[
piθ(τ)
piθinit(τ)
∇θ log piθ(τ)Ai(τ)
]
(5)
where Ai is the advantage function. Then, the off-policy
gradient step is computed and applied using the updated
parameters using the behavioral cloning objective in Equa-
tion 3:
θ ← θ − β∇θLBC(φi,Dvali ). (6)
Figure 2. Illustration of a pushing task (left), door opening task
(center) and a legged locomotion task (right) in our experimental
evaluation. The goal location for the pushing task is sampled from
the region indicated by the green rectangle. The target angle for
the door opening task is sampled from 0 to 60 degrees, and the
goal for the ant is sampled from a quadrant of a circle as shown by
the green markers.
This optimization algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
5. Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate GMPS separately as a meta-reinforcement algo-
rithm, and for learning fast RL procedures from multi-task
demonstration data. We consider the following questions:
As a meta-RL algorithm, (1) can GMPS meta-learn more
efficiently than prior meta-RL methods?
For learning from demonstrations, (2) does using imita-
tion learning in the outer loop of optimization enable us to
overcome challenges in exploration, and learn from sparse
rewards? (3) using GMPS, can we effectively meta-learn
vision-based policies that can quickly adapt to new tasks?
5.1. Experimental Setup
To help us answer these questions, we evaluate GMPS in a
number of simulated continuous control domains visualized
in Figure 2.
Sawyer Manipulation Tasks. The tasks involving the 7-
DoF sawyer arm are performed with 3D position control of
a parallel jaw gripper (four DoF total, including open/close).
The sawyer environments include:
• Pushing, full state: The tasks involve pushing a block
with a fixed initial position to a target location sampled
from a 20 cm × 10 cm region (This region is indicated
by the green area in the illustration of the pushing task
in Figure 2). The target location within this region is not
observed and must be implicitly inferred through trial-
and-error. The ‘full state’ observations include the 3D
position of the end effector and of the block.
• Pushing, vision: Same as above, except the policy re-
ceives an RGB image instead of the block position.
• Door opening: The task distribution involves opening a
door to a target angle sampled uniformly from 0 to 60 de-
grees. The target angle is not present in the observations,
and must be implicitly inferred through trial-and-error.
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Figure 3. Meta-training sample efficiency comparison on full state pushing (left) and dense reward ant locomotion (right). All methods
reach approximately the same asymptotic performance, but GMPS is able to achieve the performance with significant gains in sample
efficiency.
The ‘full state’ observations include the 3D end effec-
tor position of the arm, the state of the gripper, and the
current position and angle of the door.
Quadrupedal Legged Locomotion. This environment
uses the quadruped (ant) environment introduced by Schul-
man et al. (2016) and implemented in OpenAI gym (Brock-
man et al., 2017). The task distribution comprises goal posi-
tions sampled uniformly from the edge of a circle with ra-
dius 2 m, between 0 and 90 degrees. We have a dense-reward
version version of the environment to evaluate GMPS as a
meta-RL agorithm, and a sparse-reward version where we
evaluate GMPS with demonstrations.
Further details such as the reward functions for all environ-
ments, network architectures, and hyperparameters swept
over are in the appendix. Videos of our results are available
online1.
5.2. Meta-Reinforcement Learning
We first evaluate the sample efficiency of GMPS as a meta-
RL algorithm, measuring performance as a function of the
total number of samples used during meta-training. We
compare to the policy gradient version of model-agnostic
meta-learning (MAML) algorithm (Finn et al., 2017a), a
state-of-the-art meta-learning algorithm that uses vanilla
policy gradient in the inner loop and TRPO in the outer
loop. We also compare to RL2 (Duan et al., 2016), and to
a single policy that is trained across all meta-training tasks
(we refer to this comparision as MultiTask).
At meta-training time, we assume access to the task context
(information that completely specifies the task, namely the
target location for the pushing and locomotion experiments).
We train a contextual policy conditioned on the target posi-
tion with soft actor-critic (SAC) to obtain expert trajectories
which are used by GMPS. The samples used to train this
expert policy with SAC are included in our evaluation. At
1The website is at https://sites.google.com/
berkeley.edu/guided-metapolicy-search
meta-test time, when adapting to new validation tasks, we
only have access to the reward, which hence necessitates
meta-learning without providing the task contexts to the
policy. As a result, note that, in principle, the task context
could also be represented as a one-hot vector that indicates
the task identity, since the meta-RL algorithm does not rely
on it for effective generalization to new tasks.
From the meta-learning curves in Figure 3, we see about
4x improvement for sawyer object pushing and about 12x
improvement for legged locomotion in terms of the num-
ber of samples required. Hence, the combination of (1) an
off-policy RL algorithm such as SAC for obtaining per-task
experts, and (2) the ability to take multiple off-policy su-
pervised gradient steps w.r.t. the experts in the outer loop,
enables us to obtain significant overall sample efficiency
gains as compared to on-policy meta-RL algorithm such
as MAML. These sample efficiency gains are important
since they bring us significantly closer to having a meta-
reinforcement learning algorithm which can be run on phys-
ical robots with practical time scales and sample complexity.
5.3. Meta-Learning from Demonstrations
For challenging tasks involving sparse rewards and image
observations, access to demonstrations can greatly help with
learning reinforcement learners. GMPS allows us to incor-
porate this extra supervision much more easily than prior
methods.
We compare against MAML and MultiTask as in the pre-
vious section. When evaluating on tasks requiring explo-
ration, such as sparse-reward tasks, we additionally compare
against model agnostic exploration with structured noise
(MAESN) for meta-training (Gupta et al., 2018), which is
designed with sparse reward tasks in mind. Finally, we
compare GMPS to a single policy is trained with imitation
learning across all meta-training tasks using the provided
demonstrations (we refer to this comparison as MultiTask
Imitation) for adaptation to new validation tasks via fine-
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Figure 4. Meta-training comparisons for sparse reward door opening (left), sparse reward ant locomotion (middle) and vision pusher (right).
Our method is able to learn when only sparse rewards are available for adaptation, whereas prior methods struggle. For vision-based tasks,
we find that GMPS is able to effectively leverage the demonstrations to quickly and stably learn to adapt.
Figure 5. Comparison between GMPS and fine-tuning a policy
pretrained with multi-task imitation learning on held-out validation
tasks for vision pusher (left) and door opening (right). For pushing,
we plot the distance between the block and the target position at
the last time-step (in cm), while for door opening we plot the `1
distance between the door angle at the last time-step and the target
angle (in radians). The error-bars correspond to standard error
across different seeds.
tuning.
For both the vision and sparse reward experiments, the po-
sition of the goal location is not provided as input to the
policy (just as for the sample efficiency experiments) - the
meta-learning algorithm must discover an effective strategy
for inferring the goal from the reward.
5.3.1. SPARSE REWARD TASKS
One of the potential benefits of learning to learn from
demonstrations is that exploration challenges are substan-
tially reduced for the meta-optimizer, since the demonstra-
tions provide detailed guidance on how the task should be
performed. We hypothesize that in typical meta-RL, lack of
easily available reward signal in sparse reward tasks makes
meta-optimization very challenging, while using demonstra-
tions makes this optimization significantly easier.
To test this hypothesis, we experiment with learning to rein-
forcement learn from sparse reward signals in two different
domains: door opening and sparse legged locomotion, as
described in Section 5.1. As seen from Figure 4, unlike
meta-RL methods such as MAESN (Gupta et al., 2018) and
MAML (Finn et al., 2017a), we find that GMPS is able
to successfully find a good solution in sparse reward set-
tings and learn to explore. This benefit is largely due to the
fact that we can tackle the exploration problem better with
demonstrations than requiring meta-reinforcement learning
from scratch.
We observe that GMPS is able to adapt to validation tasks
more successfully than a policy pre-trained with MultiTask
imitation (see Figure 5). This shows that the GMPS training
procedure actually optimizes for quick adaptation to new
tasks, and uses the gradient update for task inference in
order to improve over vanilla imitation learning. On the
other hand, the policy pre-trained with imitation learning
on the demonstrations does not effectively transfer to the
new validation tasks via fine-tuning, since it is not trained
for adaptability.
5.3.2. VISION BASED TASKS
Deep reinforcement learning methods have the potential
to acquire policies that produce actions based simply on
visual input, without access to the underlying state of the
system (Lange et al., 2012; Mnih et al., 2015; Finn & Levine,
2017). However, vision based policies that can quickly adapt
to new tasks using meta-reinforcement learning have proven
to be challenging because of the difficulty of optimizing
the meta-objective with policy gradient algorithms. These
algorithms often have extremely high variance which makes
learning from visual inputs challenging. On the other hand,
visual imitation learning algorithms and RL algorithms that
leverage supervised learning have been far more success-
ful (Levine et al., 2016; Bojarski et al., 2016; Giusti et al.,
2016; Zhang & Cho, 2017), which can largely be attributed
to the stability of supervised learning as compared with
reinforcement learning.
We evaluate GMPS with visual observations under the as-
sumption that we have access to visual demonstrations for
the tasks being meta-trained on. Given these demonstra-
tions, we directly train vision-based policies using GMPS
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with RL in the inner loop and imitation in the outer loop.
To best leverage the added stability provided by imitation
learning, we meta-optimize the entire policy (both fully con-
nected and convolutional layers), but we only adapt the fully
connected layers in the inner loop. This enables us to get
the benefits of fast adaptation while retaining the stability
of meta-imitation.
As we see in Figure 4, learning vision based policies with
GMPS is more stable and achieves higher reward than using
meta-learning algorithms such as MAML. Additionally, we
find that both GMPS and MAML are able to achieve better
performance than a single policy trained with reinforcement
learning across all the training tasks, indicating that the
policy is indeed adapting to different goal positions rather
than learning behavior that averages across the tasks. Also
in Figure 5, we find that GMPS does better than MultiTask
Imitation for adaptation to validation tasks, just as in the
sparse reward case.
6. Discussion and Future Work
In this work, we presented a meta-reinforcement learning
algorithm that learns efficient reinforcement learning pro-
cedures via supervised imitation. This enables a substan-
tially more efficient meta-training phase that incorporates
expert-provided demonstrations to drastically accelerate the
acquisition of reinforcement learning procedures and priors.
We believe that our method addresses a major limitation in
meta-reinforcement learning: although meta-reinforcement
learning algorithms can effectively acquire adaptation pro-
cedures that can learn new tasks at meta-test time with just a
few samples, they are typically extremely expensive in terms
of sample count during meta-training, limiting their applica-
bility to real-world problems. By accelerating meta-training
via demonstrations, we can enable sample-efficient learning
both at meta-training time and meta-test time. Given the
efficiency and stability of supervised imitation, we expect
our method to be readily applicable to domains with high-
dimensional observations, such as images. Further, given
the number of samples needed in our experiments, our ap-
proach is likely efficient enough to be practical to run on
physical robotic systems, learning fast reinforcement learn-
ing procedures in the real world. Investigating applications
of our approach to real-world reinforcement learning is an
exciting direction for future work.
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A. Theoretical Analysis
We can perform a theoretical analysis of algorithm performance in a manner extremely similar to (Kahn et al., 2016). We
perform an analysis for an on-policy version of GMPS in this section, although we find that using the off-policy version with
expert trajectories only is much more sample efficient, while remaining stable.
Given a policy pi, let us denote dtpi as the state distribution at time t when executing policy pi from time 1 to t − 1. We
can define the cost function for a particular task i as ci(st,at) = −ri(st,at) as a function of state st and action at, with
ci(st,at) ∈ [0, 1] without loss of generality. We will prove the bound using the notation of cost first, and subsequently
express the same in terms of rewards.
Let us define piθ +∇ipiθ = piθ+∇θEpiθ [Ri] as a shorthand for the policy which is obtained after the inner loop update of
meta-learning for task i, with return Ri during meta-optimization. This will be used throughout the proof to represent
a one-step update on a task indexed by i, essentially corresponding to policy gradient in the inner loop. We define the
performance of a policy piθ(at|st) over time horizon H , for a particular task i as:
J i(pi) =
H∑
t=1
Est∼dtpiθ [Eat∼piθ(at|st)[ci(st,at)]].
This can be similarly extended to meta-updated policies as
J i(piθ +∇ipiθ) =
H∑
t=1
Est∼dtpiθ+∇ipiθ [Eat∼piθ+∇ipiθ [ci(st,at)]].
Let us define J it (pi, p˜i) as the expected cost for task i when executing pi for t time steps, and then executing p˜i for the
remaining H − t time steps, and let us similarly define Qit(s, pi, p˜i) as the cost of executing pi for one time step, and then
executing p˜i for t− 1 time steps.
We will assume the cost-to-go difference between the learned policy and the optimal policy for task i is bounded:
Qit(s, piθ, pi
∗) − Qit(s, pi∗, pi∗) ≤ δ, ∀i. This can be ensured by assuming universality of meta-learning (Finn & Levine,
2018).
When collecting data in order to perform the supervised learning in the outer loop of meta optimization, we can either directly
use the 1-step updated policy piθ +∇ipiθ for each task i, or we can use a mixture policy piij = βjpi∗i + (1− βj)(piθ +∇ipiθ),
where j denotes the current iteration of meta-training. This is very similar to the mixture policy suggested in the DAgger
algorithm (Ross et al., 2011). In fact, directly using the 1-step updated policy piθ +∇ipiθ is equivalent to using the mixture
policy with βj = 0,∀j. However, to simplify the derivation, we will assume that we always use piθ +∇ipiθ to collect data,
but we can generalize this result to full mixture policies, which would allow us to use more expert data initially and then
transition to using on-policy data.
When optimizing the supervised learning objective in the outer loop of meta-optimization to obtain the meta-learned policy
initialization piθ, we assume the supervised learning objective function error is bounded by a constantDKL(piθ+∇ipiθ||pi∗i ) ≤
θ∗ for all tasks i and all per-task expert policies pi∗i . This bound essentially corresponds to assuming that the meta-learner
attains bounded training error, which follows from the universality property proven in (Finn & Levine, 2018).
Let li(s, piθ + ∇ipiθ, pi∗i ) denote the expected 0-1 loss of piθ + ∇ipiθ with respect to pi∗i in state s:
Eaθ∼(piθ+∇ipiθ)(a|s),a∗∼pi∗i (a|s)[1[aθ 6= a∗]]. From prior work, we know that the total variation divergence is an upper
bound on the 0-1 loss (Nguyen et al., 2005) and KL-divergence is an upper bound on the total variation divergence (Pollard,
2000).
Therefore, the 0-1 loss can be upper bounded, for all s drawn from piθ +∇ipiθ:
li(s, piθ +∇ipiθ, pi∗i ) =≤ DTV(piθ +∇ipiθ||pi∗i )
≤
√
DKL(piθ +∇ipiθ||pi∗i )
≤ √θ∗.
This allows us to bound the meta-learned policy performance using the following theorem:
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Theorem A.1 Let the cost-to-go Qit(s, piθ + ∇ipiθ, pi∗i ) − Qit(s, pi∗i , pi∗i ) ≤ δ for all t ∈ {1, ..., T}, i ∼ p(T ) . Then in
GMPS, J(piθ+∇ipiθ) ≤ J(pi∗i )+ δ
√
θ∗O(H), and by extension Ei∼tasks[J(piθ+∇ipiθ)] ≤ Ei∼tasks[J(pi∗i )]+ δ
√
θ∗O(H)
Proof :
J i(piθ +∇ipiθ) = J i(pi∗i ) +
T−1∑
t=0
J it+1(piθ +∇ipiθ, pi∗i )− J it (piθ +∇ipiθ, pi∗i )
= J i(pi∗i ) +
H∑
t=1
Es∼dtpiθ+∇ipiθ [Q
i
t(s, piθ +∇ipiθ, pi∗i )−Qit(s, pi∗i , pi∗i )]
≤ J i(pi∗i ) + δ
H∑
t=1
Es∼dtpiθ+∇ipiθ [li(s, piθ +∇ipiθ, pi
∗
i )] (7a)
≤ J i(pi∗i ) + δ
H∑
t=1
√
θ∗ (7b)
= J i(pi∗i ) + δT
√
θ∗
Equation 7a follows from the fact that the expected 0-1 loss of piθ+∇ipiθ with respect to pi∗i is the probability that piθ+∇ipiθ
and pi∗i pick different actions in s; when they choose different actions, the cost-to-go increases by ≤ δ. Equation 7b follows
from the upper bound on the 0-1 loss.
Now that we have the proof for a particular i, we can simply take expectation with respect to i sampled from the distribution
of tasks to get the full result.
Proof :
J i(piθ +∇ipiθ) ≤ J i(pi∗i ) + δT
√
θ∗
=⇒ Ei∼p(tasks)[J i(piθ +∇ipiθ)] ≤ Ei∼p(tasks)[J i(pi∗i )] + δT
√
θ∗ (8a)
Now in order to convert back to the version using rewards instead of costs, we can simply negate the bound, thereby giving
us the original theorem 4.1, which states:
Ei∼p(T )[Epiθ+∇θEpiθ [Ri] [
T∑
t=1
ri(st,at)]] ≥ Ei∼p(T )[Epi∗i [
H∑
t=1
ri(st,at)]]− δ√θ∗O(H)
.
B. Reward Functions
Below are the reward functions used for each of our experiments.
• Sawyer Pushing (for both full state and vision observations)
R = −‖xobj − xpusher‖2 + 100 | c− ‖xgoal − xpusher‖2 |
where c is the initial distance between the object and the goal (a constant).
• Door Opening
R =
{
| 10x | x ≤ x∗
| 10(x∗ − (x− x∗)) | x > x∗
where x is the current door angle, and x∗ is the target door angle
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• Legged Locomotion (dense reward)
R = −||x− x∗||1 + 4.0
where x is the location of centre of mass of the ant, x∗ is the goal location.
• Legged Locomotion (sparse reward)
R =
{
−||x− x∗||1 + 4.0 ‖x− x∗‖2 ≤ 0.8
−m+ 4.0 ‖x− x∗‖2 > 0.8
where x is the location of center of mass of the ant, x∗ is the goal location, and m is the initial `1 distance between x
and x∗ (a constant).
C. Architectures
• State-based Experiments
Used a neural network with two hidden layers of 100 units with ReLU nonlinearities each for GMPS, MAML, multi-
task learning, and MAESN. As shown in prior work (Finn et al., 2017b), adding a bias transformation variable helps
improve performance for MAML, so we ran experiments including this variation. [The bias transformation variable is
simply a variable appended to the observation, before being passed into the policy. This variable is also adapted with
gradient descent in the inner loop]. The learning rate for the fast adaptation step (α) is also meta-learned.
• Vision-based Experiments
The image is passed through a convolutional neural network, followed by a spatial soft-argmax (Levine et al., 2016),
followed by a fully connected network block. The 3D end-effector position is appended to the result of the spatial
soft-argmax, which is then passed through a fully connected neural network block. The convolution block is specified
as follows: 16 filters of size 5 with stride 3, followed by 16 filters of size 3 with stride 3 , followed by 16 filters of size
3 with stride 1. The fully-connected block is as follows: 2 hidden layers of 100 units each. All hidden layers use ReLU
nonlinearities.
D. HyperParameters
The following are the hyper-parameter sweeps for each of the methods [run for each of the experimental domains] , run over
3 seeds.
1. GMPS
(a) Number of trajectories sampled per task. : [20 , 50]
(b) Number of tasks for meta-learning: [10 , 20]
(c) Initial value for fast adaptation learning rate: [0.5, 0.1]
(d) Variables included for fast adaptation: [all parameters, only bias transform variable]
(e) Dimension of bias transform variable: [2, 4]
(f) Number of imitation steps in between sampling new data from the pre-update policy: [1 , 200, 500, 1000, 2000]
2. MAML
Hyper-parameter sweeps (a) - (d) from GMPS
3. MAESN
Hyper-parameter sweeps (a) - (c) from GMPS
(a) Dimension of latent variable: [2,4]
4. MultiTask
(a) Batch size: [10000, 50000]
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(b) Learning rate: [0.01, 0.02]
5. Contextual SAC [which is used to learn experts that are then used for GMPS]
(a) Reward scale: [10, 50, 100] (constant which scales the reward)
(b) Number of gradient steps taken for each batch of collected data: [1, 5, 10]
